Letter to Parents
GREETINGS!

Program: Sound Surprise

We look forward to visiting your child’s classroom soon!

SCIENCE FUN For Everyone will be visiting your child’s classroom soon!

Our in-school field trips provide FUN, interactive, “hands-on” science experiences.

The students will become Scientists, perform experiments, take home at least one of their activities and earn a science certificate award!

Students Will Learn:

- **2.P.1** Understand the relationship between sound and vibrating objects.
- **2.P.1.1** Illustrate how sound is produced by vibrating objects and columns of air.
- **2.P.1.2** Summarize the relationship between sound and objects of the body that vibrate – eardrum and vocal cords.

At Home Exploration!

Do you want to experiment at home with your junior scientist?

Click here to visit our experiment page!